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HOW WE CREATED THIS AWESOME GIVEAWAY
But before this tool came the goodies I had to choose to offer.

Books from my own bookshelf that left a mark on my own journey, and a crate of them I could hand-deliver to a
lucky winner.

When I talk about experience and what this is all about , such personal touch points define it well. Such
meaning is what it’s all about, and it’s because of this I like to think a whole army of avid readers will love this
giveaway – well, my fellow UK residents, anyway.

What about the rest of the world? I mean, I wish I could catch a flight and hand-deliver a crate of books to
America, but I don’t have those sort of funds (yet). Which is where OwlCrate come in, and my-oh-my am I stoked
to share this excellent service with you. As for how I got them involved… I asked them.

I emailed them and said, “I’d like to buy a 3 month subscription and give it away to one lucky person. Would you
like to be part of this giveaway?”

Of course they did, because who wouldn’t want to be involved in an amazing giveaway like this. So… after an
hour or so of thinking and making notes, we had the prizes we’d offer and share with the world. But an idea alone
isn’t enough, which is is where that special tool comes into play.

.

STEP 1: CREATE THE GIVEAWAY IN RAFFLECOPTER

Rafflecopter is this marvellous tool, and if you’re an avid reader like me, chances are you’ve entered a few of
them in your time. It is, quite frankly, an author’s go to giveaway tool.

It’s super simple to use, and although it does have its limitations, and although the free version only allows you to
do so much, it’s easy to create a new giveaway in a matter of minutes. The first step is to ‘Create a New
Giveaway‘, and from there it’s as simple as giving it a name, defining what the prizes are, and writing a short
terms of conditions section.
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As I say, For I Unlove You’s Giveaway , we created 3 main prizes:

The UK One: a crate of coming-of-books from my own bookshelf, hand delivered by moi

The USA One:  a 3 month subscription to the wonderful OwlCrate

The Rest of The Word One: 3 Signed Copies of I Unlove You

I would have loved to have made the Crate of Coming-of-Age Books a worldwide prize, but I simply cannot afford
such things – especially as I wanted to make it super personal and hand-deliver the books myself. So although it
pained me to do so, I had to split up these main prizes, but all is well because Rafflecopter makes this easy.

You can add as many or as few prizes as you like within your Rafflecopter Giveaway, but I wanted to keep things
simple with a less-is-more approach. I’ve run big giveaways in the past where there’s lots of prizes on offer, and
they’re hard to manage. Worse than this, I don’t think you guys like them because you can’t get your head around
what you’re actually going to win.

Which is why I bit my lip and resisted the temptation to offer other swag and previous books.

Once the prizes are done, it’s time to move on to what the reader has to do in order to enter:
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This is where things can become fairly limited because Rafflecopter’s free version only allows you to do so much.

For instance, activating the Viral Share feature (where you get more entries for each person you refer ) requires
you to upgrade, which costs $84 per month. This was a little too rich for my blood, so I had to settle for less. But
there’s still room to get creative, and in the end I encouraged those who enter to:

Send a Tweet (which results in one entry to the giveaway)

Follow me on Twitter (which results in one entry to the giveaway)

Visit & Join The Merry Misfit Facebook Group (which results in two entries to the giveaway)

Buy a Signed Paperback of I Unlove You (which results in five entries to the giveaway)

Again, there’s no limit to how many options you can create, but the free service does limit you somewhat. For
instance, the Pinterest, Mailing List, and Poll features are all off limits, but this worked out okay for me because my
main focus surrounds:

Growing The Amount of Merry Misfit Members

Growing the Mailing List

Generally Sharing The I Unlove You love

I feel like these options achieve this, so I didn’t see the need to upgrade and spend all that money ( especially
considering the giveaway itself would set me back a pretty penny).
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Once the prizes and entry options are sorted, it’s a case of saving it, previewing it, setting the date of the giveaway
(and how long it lasts), and installing it on the website. Rafflecopter make this easy to do too, providing you a
simple piece of code that you can add to any blog or website. It also has a Facebook Feature that allows you to
install it within a Facebook Page, but since I don’t utilise my Facebook Page much (instead using my Personal
Profile and Merry Misfit Group), I didn’t use this option. Still, it is a cool and useful feature. It’s as simple as that.
Setting up a giveaway takes about fifteen minutes, and once you add the code to your site, you can continue to
edit and tinker away until the giveaway begins. Best of all, it updates automatically so you don’t have to add a new
piece of code each time you make a change. I loved this, and it saved me a lot of stress – because as I often do, I

tinkered and changed the details all the way up until launch  .

STEP 2: CREATE THE GIVEAWAY LANDING PAGE

Of course, a Rafflecopter Giveaway is fine, but you only add so much information and description into it. I wanted
to give people the chance to learn more, watch videos, and delve deeper, so decided to create a dedicated
Landing Page.

As always I used DIVI to do this, and once again it took me no time at all (although I did, as you can imagine,
tinker and change it during the lead up to launch). I didn’t wish to overbear anyone or make it too detailed, but I did
want to make it visual and break everything down. After all, there’s a lot of noise and messages out there, so even
entering a free giveaway offers quite the decision to make.

I wanted to make it a no-brainer, so felt a lovely landing page like this one was in order.
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I split this page into six sections:

THE HOOK: the first thing you see, so a simple message that explains the giveaway in an instant

THE ENTRY FORM: the actual form alongside a brief overview of each prize

THE UK PRIZE: a detailed overview (including a video) of what this crate of books includes

THE USA PRIZE:  an overview of this prize, including a video demo of me using OwlCrate

THE REST OF THE WORLD PRIZE: a quick breakdown of what this prize includes, and who it is for

THE SIGN-OFF: a recap of the T&C and a final call to action ( to both SHARE & ENTER)

My overall aim throughout this is to make it visual and compelling. I didn’t wish to drone on, so kept the amount of
text at a minimum.



It’s easy to place too much focus on a landing page like this one, but all it’s designed to do is:

1. Encourage People To Enter

2. Encourage People To Share it With Those They Know  (Social Media et al)

That’s it. It doesn’t require any more detail than this, and if anything I probably overdid it ( as I often do). So with
the giveaway and landing page ready, it’s time to share this bad boy with the world and engage awesome folk like
you. Easy, right…

.

STEP 3: SHARE – ENGAGE – SPREAD THE (UN)LOVE

As I said earlier, I’m grateful for Online Bloggers and Reviewers, because I, like many authors, bombard them with
requests. This isn’t cool, so I made a firm decision to resist the temptation to make this all about me-me-me and
all my book-book-book this time around.

Do I want reviewers to read and review? Of course!

Will I ask and encourage bloggers to do so in the future? Yes!

But in the here and now I wish to engage these people ( along with avid readers like yourself), by introducing I
Unlove You to them and their audience in an easy going manner. You see, this giveaway is in aid of I Unlove You,
but you won’t see it mentioned often.

I want to provide value to those awesome reviewers and bloggers ( as I’ve already mentioned), and more
important then this, value to THEIR audience. I don’t think bombarding them with an I Unlove You sales pitch
achieves this, and to be quite frank I think such an approach hinders the success of the book. Because all of a
sudden it becomes just another book and just another marketing message.

Not cool. Not good.

The truth is I don’t need readers to download and read I Unlove You right now.

I don’t even need them to know about it straight away.
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That can come later. The first step is to reach out, engage, and begin a conversation. Which takes us full circle to
the WHY of this giveaway, and why it exists in the first place.

So, in the lead up to the Big Giveaway Launch, we reached out to those wonderful bloggers and reviewers I know,
asking them to share the Giveaway (and a short excerpt from I Unlove You ) on their blog and social media. I also
created a Google Doc full of all the information they need, including:

Rafflecopter Code

Pre-Written Tweets & Messages

Images for Pinterest & Facebook

Except From I Unlove You

Author Info

All the links they may ever need…

Again, this is important because I wish to make their lives easier. I want to offer them value and say thank you.
You don’t do this by making them search for info or ask you a million questions over email. You do this by
placing your feet in their shoes and imagining what helps them the most.

I hope my approach achieved this because it remained centre focus the entire time.

Of course, I didn’t do this all by myself. My awesome VA helped reach out to new bloggers and reviewers ( again,
asking them to share the giveaway, not review the book), and found relevant Goodreads, Facebook, and Pinterest
Groups full of avid readers like you.

And let me tell you this for nothing… it’s been so tempting to change track and make everything about the book,
especially when the big day edges ever closer. Because I want I Unlove You to do well. I want people to download
it and like it. I-want-I-want-want, but it’s important to resist such urges and stick to the plan.

Because all that nonsense is pure fear, and it brings nothing positive to the table.
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So when I enlisted my awesome VA, I told her to focus on giveaway entries instead of book downloads. I asked
her to find reviewers and bloggers and groups and avid readers, ask them to enter the giveaway, and to share it
with those they know. Sure, We mention I Unlove You in passing, but we move straight past it and turn the
attention back to:

That Beautiful Crate of Coming-of-Age Books

That Awesome 3 Month Subscription to OwlCrate

Those Signed Copies of I Unlove You – You Can Have For FREE, Not Have To Buy

Because we can talk about the book later. We can encourage them to download and read in a little while.

Right now, it’s about sharing books other than I Unlove You with the world. It’s about engaging and inviting,
because if you get this part wrong, the rest of the journey matters little.
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